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Comprehensive Needs Assessment
Demographics

Demographics Summary

Nash Elementary School has an outstanding reputation of excellence in academics and school culture. The staff is committed to success for
all students. In addition to our strong focus on academic excellence, our students receive leadership training through the Stephen Covey
Model of Leadership.  We believe this contributes to a highly motivated, forward thinking, and respectful group of students.  Nash
Elementary School serves a diverse population of approximately 677 students.  Approximately 86% of the students are identified as low
socio-economic (LSE). We continuously monitor, evaluate, and plan in order to continue moving toward even greater achievement. 

Currently, Nash Elementary is approximately 31% White, 31% Hispanic, 31% African American, 7% two or more, and .5% Asian, American
Indian, & Hawaiian with an attendance rate of 92%.  Nash has a LEP (Limited English Proficient) population of approximately 155 students. 
About 125students are currently enrolled in the Bilingual Education Program, and 20 others are served in ESL.  

Students at Nash Elementary strive for excellence and practice Leadership skills through daily classroom and school-wide jobs.  100% of
students have a classroom job all year. Nash Students 2nd-5th grade, Staff, and Nash Parents participated in the LIM Measurable Results
Survey.  As evidenced in the 2022 LIM Survery we have several areas that increased and showed growth. Such as, Student Confidence
increased 3%, Group Leadership increased 5%, Family Efficacy increased 11%, and Student Empowerment increased by 1%. Nash
Elementary will continue to implement the LIM Measurable Results Survey to continue to empower all stakeholders. 

A highly qualified and highly trained staff is perhaps the most important ingredient in the teaching-learning equation.  Nash teachers
continually strive to improve and strengthen their teaching capabilities and instructional delivery methods by participating in staff
development that is current and relevant to their needs.  The Nash faculty recognizes that all students are diverse and that many have specific
learning needs.  Thus, the focus is on identifying students with specific needs and providing appropriate differentiated assistance and /or
remediation where needed.  Nash Elementary School staff members are provided with numerous and frequent opportunities to participate in
professional development.  We anticipate this pattern of quality staff development to continue for Nash Elementary staff members.  During
the 2022-2023 school year, teachers will attend professional development in the areas of Kagan, Gomez & Gomez, and technology training. 
Teachers may also be given opportunities to attend additional workshops as well as several mandated district trainings. Nash Elementary has
a very diverse staff representated by White, Hispanic, and African Americans. Nash Staff will continue to grow and learn to better serve Nash
Students. 

Nash Elementary School encourages active community involvement through a variety of methods and activities, because we believe that
ultimately the success of any instructional program is significantly influenced by parent & community support. In order to achieve support,
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parents must become involved as partners in the education of their students. Historically, Nash Elementary School has enjoyed a high level of
parental involvement and support. Volunteers are readily available to assist teachers and staff in classrooms, the workroom, and during
student activities. Nevertheless, parental involvement and support is something that every staff member must continue to cultivate. During the
previous school year, Nash Elementary School enjoyed a high level of parental support as was evidenced by a large number of parents who
were active in the Partners in Education (PIE) and Volunteers in Public Schools (VIPS) programs. We also plan the continuation of the Latino
Family Literacy Project that was a huge success in past years. Nash Elementary VIPS organization has been instrumental in fundraising, with
funds being used to purchase state-of-the-art technology equipment and fund teacher appreciation activities. Parent volunteers have also
played an important role in the development and implementation of student incentive programs. Public schools must rely heavily on financial
assistance from the community in order to have modern, efficient facilities. Thus, like parent involvement, the involvement of the community
in the education of its students is critical and certainly worthy of cultivation. Nash Elementary School enjoys a high level of support from the
community. Non-profit organizations support the school by providing volunteers, Thanksgiving food baskets, shoes, and Christmas gifts to
families who are in need. Businesses support the school by providing volunteers, free or reduced priced merchandise, and facilities for field
trips. For example, The Texarkana Sunrise Rotary Club of Nash Texas has provided Nash third graders with their very own dictionary for
three years now. 

Demographics Strengths

Nash Elementary School is a diverse campus, which lends itself to a culture of understanding and celebration of uniqueness.

Problem Statements Identifying Demographics Needs

Problem Statement 1: Nash Elementary missed Target of 55% in Domain 3 in the area of ELL students and also missed the target of 19% in Special Education in the student
achievement component. Root Cause: Did not meet the targets for sped in "meets" or above or academic growth in Reading.
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Student Learning

Student Learning Summary

In 2021-2022 Nash student STAAR overall performance was satisfactory. Nash received an overall rating of C. Nash did receive a B rating in
the categories of School Progress and Relative Performance. Nash also received a Distinction Designation in the area of Science. Student
performance as documented by the Texas Primary Reading Inventory (TPRI) and STAAR results as well as staff observations indicates the
students' ability to learn.  The potential to set higher goals to challenge them further is evident in their performance.  In analyzing current
STAAR data, it is noted that Nash Elementary has had a decline in scores in the areas of Reading and Math.  Nash Elementary will continue
to dissect and analyze the TEKS for each subject area and grade level, increase the rigor of the lessons delivered, and closely monitor
assessment data to ensure student gains in success.  

 

CNA for Targeted Support

The Campus Leadership Team for Nash Elementary examined state testing data for special education students over the past three years.  The
team found that special education students are scoring approximately 40% in Reading and 32% below in Math than the general education
population in the MEETS Grade Level category. The team then conducted a 10-5-5 brainstorm to identify possible reasons for the gaps
previously identified and then categorized those possible reasons into those items within the circle of control and items in the circle of
influence.  The team then narrowed down the list and chose one reason to conduct a 5 Why's analysis on.  The CLT found the root cause of
special education low performance as follows: Special Education students are not performing on grade level and lack foundational skills, due
to unidentified gaps in learning.  

Student Learning Strengths

In 2017, students at Nash Elementary receive the prestigious recognition of becoming a Lighthouse School by the Franklin Covey Leader in
Me organization.  In 2021, Nash recieved a recertification and will remain a Lighthouse School for 2 additional years, and then be reevaluated
with an on site visit. Nash has began planning to be a LIM Legacy school. 

 

Problem Statements Identifying Student Learning Needs

Problem Statement 1 (Prioritized): Special Education students are scoring approximately 40% below in Reading and 32% below in Math than general education population int the
MEETS Grade Level category on STAAR. Root Cause: Special education students are not performing on grade level and lack foundational skills due to unidentified gaps in
learning.
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School Processes & Programs

School Processes & Programs Summary

Nash Elementary School staff works diligently in the development of skills in order for students to achieve academic success. By continuing
to develop our ability to use all components of the TRS (TEKS Resource System), we believe we will see increased success on STAAR and
other achievement measures. In response to the need to focus on our SPED and ELL sub populations as well as Tier 1 instruction, we will
continue to work with E3 Allience to identify areas of growth and implement practices to better serve our all of our students with an additonal
focus on SPED and ELL students to increase their academic performance. We were granted ESSER funds and we have added a few positions
to best support all of our students, but especially our ELL's students and SPED students. We have an additional bilingual instructional aide
that will continue to provide accademic support for our 3-5 bilingual students. We continue to benefit from the ESSER Testing Assitant
position. This will allow our admininstration more time to evaluate and monitor our campus data. We will also continue the use of the Gomez
& Gomez dual language model of bilingual education. As evidenced by Tejas Lee, TELPAS scores, and teacher observation, students under
the current model seem to lack strength in their native language, thereby making the transfer to English more difficult. Research shows the
Gomez & Gomez model to be the most effective. We will continue to use the computer program, Imagine Learning English and will be
continuing the use of the  Spanish component as well.

Another element that contributes to student success is facilities. Facilities include more than buildings. Equipment, supplies, and materials
that are used in the education of students are all components to be considered. Uncomfortable, outdated facilities and the lack of appropriate
equipment, supplies, and materials can significantly detract from the educational process. The Nash Elementary School building is well
maintained. Our Environmental action team that is made up of staff members work hard to ensure a positive and well-maintained school
environment. Janitorial services are acceptable and the students and staff enjoy a clean campus. The school lawn is well kept, contributing to
the beauty of the campus. All safety standards have been met and the campus is accessible to students and staff with disabilities. A secure
entrance prohibits visitors from entering the school without signing in at the front office. Playground equipment was properly installed,
enabling all students to play safely, including three and four-year-old pre-kindergarten students. The staff enjoys access to adequate supplies
and materials. 

Students continue to utilize the campus computer lab with success on an activity rotation schedule. During their time in the computer lab,
the computer lab instructional aide provides high-quality instruction to students, following the technology applications TEKS. Educational
software programs such as Sci-Tex Lab, Study Island, Mystery Science, Edu-Smart, Pebble Go, and Learning.com have been made available
to Nash Elementary classroom teachers during the previous school years and will continue to be provided during the 2021-2022 school year.
Currently all classrooms are equipped with a desktop computer, LCD projectors, Elmos, Mimios, and Apple TVs. All Pre-K thru 2nd grade
classes are equiped with 6 ipads, and all 3 thru 5 classrooms are equiped with 6 chrome books, as well as a  Chromebook cart for teacher
check-out. It is recognized by the CQIC that additional training is an ongoing need for classroom teachers in the area of technology.  The
teacher survey also indicated a need for additional technology training, and as requested, teachers will be receiving this training during the
2021-2022 school year. 
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Teachers frequently participate in Instructional Focus meetings led by administration to analyze student performance data, identify student
mistakes, and develop plans for spiral review of concepts or reteaching.  In addition, specific teachers will recieve training in the area of
writing as a continuation of the implementation of the Literacy Annitiative during the 2021-2022 school year. 

School Processes & Programs Strengths

The climate of Nash Elementary is very positive.  Our leadership initiative promotes a positive atmosphere for our students and staff. It also
provides our students an opportunity to be leaders and participate in making our school a positive place to learn.  Our professional
collaboration is evident through PLC discusions and sharing of strategies and activities to engage students in a meaningful way. 
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Perceptions

Perceptions Summary

Nash Elementary students receive leadership training through the Stephen Covey model of leadership.  In addition to achieving a high level of
success academically, students study the bestselling text by Stephen Covey: The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People.  Through this text and
the Leader in Me related instructional materials, students develop interpersonal and intra-personal skills.  With the assistance of staff, students
set and reach both personal and academic goals and practice decision making. Students are taught in order to be a leader, they must think
ahead, make good decisions, and serve others with compassion and kindness.

While many consider leadership a separate domain, the staff at Nash Elementary School views leadership as a life skill.  Staff believe that all
students have genius and that all students can be leaders.  According to a 2022 LIM survey, Nash Elementary stakeholder feel that LIM
positively impacts student led achievement. Additionally, the 2022 LIM survey also showed an 11% increase in the area of Family Efficacy.
This shows families view tha LIM supports their childs emotional and social development. 

The stakeholders of Nash Elementary recognize the importance of the work we do here.  They value the habits that are taught to our children
and recognize the importance of teaching students at a young age how to be a leader. They are proud to have a community school that
exhibits excellent leadership as evidenced by the continual maintenance of Lighthouse School status.
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Priority Problem Statements
Problem Statement 1: Special Education students are scoring approximately 40% below in Reading and 32% below in Math than general education population int the MEETS Grade
Level category on STAAR.
Root Cause 1: Special education students are not performing on grade level and lack foundational skills due to unidentified gaps in learning.
Problem Statement 1 Areas: Student Learning
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment Data Documentation
The following data were used to verify the comprehensive needs assessment analysis:

Improvement Planning Data

District goals
State and federal planning requirements

Accountability Data

Texas Academic Performance Report (TAPR) data
Accountability Distinction Designations

Student Data: Assessments

State and federally required assessment information
STAAR current and longitudinal results, including all versions
Texas Primary Reading Inventory (TPRI), Tejas LEE, or other alternate early reading assessment results
Student Success Initiative (SSI) data for Grades 5 and 8
Local diagnostic reading assessment data
Observation Survey results

Student Data: Student Groups

Dyslexia data

Student Data: Behavior and Other Indicators

Attendance data
Discipline records
Student surveys and/or other feedback

Employee Data

Professional learning communities (PLC) data
Staff surveys and/or other feedback
Teacher/Student Ratio
Campus department and/or faculty meeting discussions and data
Professional development needs assessment data
Evaluation(s) of professional development implementation and impact

Parent/Community Data

Parent surveys and/or other feedback
Community surveys and/or other feedback

Support Systems and Other Data

Budgets/entitlements and expenditures data
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Goals
Revised/Approved: September 14, 2022

Goal 1: Produce students who possess the skills and knowledge that enable them to be future-ready citizens and leaders in the global workforce through access
to state-of-the-art facilities.

Performance Objective 1: We will provide additional science  instructional support for 100% of students in  grades 3-5.

Strategy 1 Details Reviews
Strategy 1: We will provide relevant and necessary science materials such as SciTex-Lab, Mystery Science, and Edu-Smart
Science to conduct engaging science lessons to include hands on science experiments that will increase student learning and
success.

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: Increase from 71% approaches in STAAR Science scores to 73%.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Instructional Coach

Title I:
2.4, 2.5, 2.6
Funding Sources:  - 211 - Title I, Part A

Formative Summative
Dec Feb Apr June

  

No Progress Accomplished Continue/Modify Discontinue
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Goal 1: Produce students who possess the skills and knowledge that enable them to be future-ready citizens and leaders in the global workforce through access
to state-of-the-art facilities.

Performance Objective 2: 80% of all students grades 3-5 will  meet the passing standard as well as demonstrate growth on all state assessments.

Evaluation Data Sources: STAAR test results

Strategy 1 Details Reviews
Strategy 1: Provide all students at-risk of failure additional targeted instruction through intervention programs during the
school day.

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: Increase the total number of at risk students on grade level by the end of the
school year. We will increase by 3% on STAR Literacy.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Instructional Coach

Title I:
2.4, 2.5, 2.6
Funding Sources: Reading and Math Interventionist - 199 - General Fund

Formative Summative
Dec Feb Apr June

  

Strategy 2 Details Reviews
Strategy 2: Conduct individualized data analysis meetings to analyze assessment data as well as plan for student academic
progress and success. Teachers will intentionally look at data and implement instructional strategies to address  special
education and African American sub pops, particularly in reading.

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: Teachers will have a better understanding of specific content areas and will
know what concepts to spiral in order to increase student achievement. 

Increase unit assessment scores by 1% each 6 weeks.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Instructional Coach

Title I:
2.4, 2.5, 2.6

Formative Summative
Dec Feb Apr June
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Strategy 3 Details Reviews
Strategy 3: Provide ELL/LEP students with additional practice in using computer-based instruction, Imagine Learning
English, RTI, and tutorials to increase the academic performance on TELPAS and STAAR.

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: Increase in the number of students by 1%  scoring Intermediate or higher on
TELPAS.  Increase STAAR performance of ELLs in Reading by 1%.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Assistant Principal

Title I:
2.4, 2.5, 2.6

Formative Summative
Dec Feb Apr June

  

No Progress Accomplished Continue/Modify Discontinue
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Goal 2: All students will experience learning that encourages innovation, leadership, and academic growth in safe, engaging, and technologically advanced
classrooms.

Performance Objective 1: All students will participate in the Leader in Me program in order to instill confidence and set personal and academic goals, as well
as track their goals and lead measures.

Evaluation Data Sources: Evidence of DEAL time lessons
Student Leadership Notebooks

Strategy 1 Details Reviews
Strategy 1: The campus will encourage family learning of the 7 Habits Leadership Principals by providing resources to be
sent home 3 times during the year.

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: 25% of families will complete the family learning resource and return to school.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Assistant Principals

Title I:
2.6

Formative Summative
Dec Feb Apr June

  

Strategy 2 Details Reviews
Strategy 2: Student-led conferences will be held in the Spring to give students an opportunity to discuss their academic
progress with their parent or guardian.

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: 100% of students will keep up to date leadership binders where they will track
their goal progress, reflect, and revise goals as needed.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Principal

Title I:
2.5

Formative Summative
Dec Feb Apr June

  

No Progress Accomplished Continue/Modify Discontinue
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Goal 3: Employ a high-quality, diverse staff that reflects the student population, equipped to create a learning environment that supports students' social,
emotional, physical, and mental health.

Performance Objective 1: 100% of PK through 5th grade classroom teachers will participate in structured planning Professional Learning Communities that
will help drive instruction to positively impact student learning.

Evaluation Data Sources: Assessment data, calendar of events, and sign in sheets.

Strategy 1 Details Reviews
Strategy 1: Provide additional Gomez & Gomez dual language model professional development to ensure full
implementation of model.

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: Decrease the level 2 ratings on the Gomez & Gomez walk-through by 3.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Assistant Principal

Formative Summative
Dec Feb Apr June

  

Strategy 2 Details Reviews
Strategy 2: Provide an opportunity for ELAR 3-5 teachers to attend district writing trainings in order to increase levels of
student ELAR STAAR scores.

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: Increase in 4th grade ELAR scores by 5%.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Principal

Title I:
2.4, 2.6

Formative Summative
Dec Feb Apr June

    

Strategy 3 Details Reviews
Strategy 3: All teachers will participate in technology  training to increase their level of knowledge and implementation of
technology applications in their classrooms.

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: 100% of campus teachers will use technology applications such as SeeSaw,
Google apps, and flip grid etc...
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Principal

Formative Summative
Dec Feb Apr June
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Strategy 4 Details Reviews
Strategy 4: We will provide opportunities for 5 staff members to attend LIM Symposium in order to maintain a highly
informed staff with the ability to share new LIM strategies with other staff members.

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: Maintance of Lighthouse Status.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Staff Lighthouse Team

Title I:
2.5
Funding Sources: Registration and Travel Expenses - 199 - General Fund

Formative Summative
Dec Feb Apr June

 

No Progress Accomplished Continue/Modify Discontinue
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Goal 3: Employ a high-quality, diverse staff that reflects the student population, equipped to create a learning environment that supports students' social,
emotional, physical, and mental health.

Performance Objective 2: Our special education students will increase their scores by 2% on both math and reading state assessments.

High Priority

Evaluation Data Sources: FIE data
TPRI scores
STAR Renaissance 
Unit Assessments
Brigance Assessment
Benchmark Scores

Strategy 1 Details Reviews
Strategy 1: We will implement intentional targeted data tracking for special education student using multiple methods to
identify gaps in individual student learning in order to specifically address those areas and improve student growth on state
assessments.

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: Increase the % of special education students scoring "APPROACHES" on
Reading and Math STAAR assessment.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: CLT

Title I:
2.4
 - Additional Targeted Support Strategy

Formative Summative
Dec Feb Apr June

  

Strategy 2 Details Reviews
Strategy 2: Provides SPED students opportunities for extended learning such as after school tutorials to help them be
academically successful.

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: Increase by 1% the number of SPED students passing STAAR.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Principal

Title I:
2.4, 2.5, 2.6

Formative Summative
Dec Feb Apr June

  

No Progress Accomplished Continue/Modify Discontinue
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Goal 4: Each student will experience a school and community partnership that provides access to resources designed to anticipate and nourish student needs.

Performance Objective 1: Nash Elementary will increase community/parent involvement and establish positive community partnerships through personal,
media, and written contact with stakeholders.

Strategy 1 Details Reviews
Strategy 1: Utilize social media accounts such as Facebook and Twitter to communicate events and positive PR with
stakeholders.

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: Informative and positive media will be posted one time each week resulting in
increased parent participation at school events.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Assistant Principal

Title I:
2.6, 4.2

Formative Summative
Dec Feb Apr June

  

Strategy 2 Details Reviews
Strategy 2: Offer bilingual parents an opportunity to participate in the Latino Family Literacy Project to help them
understand literacy in the home.

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: At least 10 participants will complete the project.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: LFLP Facilitators

Title I:
4.2

Formative Summative
Dec Feb Apr June

   

Strategy 3 Details Reviews
Strategy 3: Host Family events to increase positive parent relationships and community involvement.

Strategy's Expected Result/Impact: We will host 3 family events during the school year.
Staff Responsible for Monitoring: Principal, Asst. Principal

Title I:
4.2

Formative Summative
Dec Feb Apr June

  

No Progress Accomplished Continue/Modify Discontinue
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